Mapping reef features from multibeam sonar data using multiscale morphometric analysis
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A B S T R A C T
Classification of seafloor habitats from geomorphological proxies is increasingly being applied to understand the distribution of benthic biota, particularly as more and larger datasets, collected with high-resolution multibeam echo sounders, are becoming available. With increased capacity to collect and use sonar data, there is a need for automated approaches to identify seafloor structures and habitats. For a survey area of approximately 2.5 × 2.5 km, a generic feature extraction algorithm similar to terrestrial topographic analysis has been developed and applied to a spatially complex submerged mid-shelf reef in the Great Barrier Reef lagoon. Multibeam data collected with a RESON Seabat 8101 was gridded at 1 m resolution, and an automated feature extraction method was applied that analyses the seafloor geomorphology to predict reef features from geomorphological proxies. Quadric surface fitting was used to determine various surface parameters based on multiple spatial scales. Subsequently, 6 morphometric feature types (plane, channel, ridge, pass, pit, and peak) were derived for all mapping scales. Weighted multiscale fuzziness was then applied to extract the dominant morphometric feature classes. Finally, seafloor morphology patterns in combination with seafloor rugosity measurements were analysed in order to predict reef features. These reef features cover significant patches of bioturbation beyond the submerged platform reef, as well as the dominant reef features such as outer-reef crest and inner-reef flat. Layback-corrected and manually classified towed video transects support the classification algorithms used to extract the reef features.
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1. Introduction
Coral reefs are the largest biologically constructed features on Earth’s seafloor. They are characterised by a great species diversity associated with high structural and ecological complexity. Much research has been devoted to understanding this complexity, particularly in the Great Barrier Reef (GBR). Hopley et al. (2007) provide a comprehensive overview of reefal geomorphology and its effect on distribution of biota on continental shelf scales. Describing the extensive variety in morphology (e.g. reef facies), biotic cover (corals, algae etc.), and substrate type is critical to understanding the coral reef environment (Hopley et al., 2007). However, inconsistency in scale for habitat identification has led to a variety of interpretations (González et al., 2006). Generally, the most commonly applied scale of habitat description is between reef types and not within one reef complex. With increasing availability of high-resolution multibeam sonar, the seafloor morphology can be mapped quickly on the scale of individual single reefs, but methods of translation to biological information are limited. In previous applications, habitats were classified manually by drawing polygons around similar regions in a derived shaded relief image, similar to the manual data analysis of satellite imagery (Buja, 2006).

Early geomorphology studies, e.g. by Orme et al. (1978); Davies et al. (1981); Johnson et al. (1982); Davies et al. (1983); Orme and Salama (1988), etc., were carried out on outer-shelf reefs using chiefly visual observations and aerial photography. Approximately 2500 reefs in the Great Barrier Reef have been mapped using aerial photography (Jupp et al., 1985). Early coral reef classification schemes adopted a threefold separation into juvenile, mature and senile reefs (Hopley, 1982). The deeper inter-reefal areas still lag behind in sophisticated research activities (Hopley et al., 2007), with the important exception of the GBR Seabed Biodiversity program (Pitcher et al., 2007), which used benthic dredge, bottom trawling, and visual census to document mid-shelf flat seafloor habitats.

Research in terrestrial landform classification has been conducted for decades, but seafloor mapping has lagged behind. A reason for this is the lack until recently of sufficiently high-resolution remote sensing techniques available for water covered landforms. Recently geospatial statistics have been applied in seafloor mapping (Iampietro et al., 2005; Wilson et al., 2007; Lanier et al., 2007; Lucieer and Pederson, 2008). To identify features and structures on the seafloor, morphology and rugosity (roughness) are essential attributes (Lundblad et al., 2005; Salama et al., 1988).
2006; Jordan et al., 2006). Multibeam sonar systems provide a 3D terrain model with 100% coverage, which allows a meaningful definition of a number of derivative surface attributes (e.g. slope, curvature, etc.). For example, the “Bathymetric Position Index” (BPI), introduced by Weiss (2001), is commonly used to identify habitats (Lundblad et al., 2006; Wilson et al., 2007; Lanier et al., 2007). Mitchell and Hughes Clarke (1994) distinguished between sea floor types by analysing echo strength, slope, and curvature from sonar data. For curvature measurements, a paraboloid was fitted to a subset of soundings to separate between relief types (i.e. ridges, troughs and ponds).

The objective of this study is to apply a multiscale feature extraction algorithm to multibeam bathymetry data in order to automatically extract major reef features, including “standard” reef geomorphologic units such as outer-reef crest inner-reef flat, etc. but also previously undescribed units such as features controlled by macroscopic, meter-scale bioturbation.

2. Methods

2.1. Data collection

The study site is an isolated submerged mid-shelf reef locally known as “The Pinnacle” located in the GBR lagoon at 19°01' South and 147°33' East (Fig. 1). The base of the reef is at approximately 42 m depth, and the reef rises to 11 m in depth within less than 200 m distance. The survey area is approximately 2.5 × 2.5 km in size with the submerged platform reef in the centre. A subset of this data was used in the analysis presented here.

Bathymetry was recorded with a pole-mounted multibeam echosounder RESON Seabat 8101 with an operating frequency of 240 kHz. Vessel track and heading were recorded with a Differential Global Positioning System (Differential GPS/DGPS) and gyrocompass. The motion of the vessel was recorded with a TSS DMS dynamic motion sensor mounted at the centre of gravity of the vessel. Dynamic offsets were calculated from a patch test at a nearby shoal. The Seabat 8101 multibeam echosounder has 101 beams with an athwartship angle of 1.5° for each beam. It records bathymetry in a swath of a total width of effectively 5 to 7 times the water depth in rough and calm conditions respectively. The survey was carried out during calm to moderately calm conditions. Due to survey time constraints, tracks on the seafloor surrounding the shoal were spaced apart such that close to a 100% coverage was achieved (calculated based on a swath width of between 5 and 7 times the water depth), resulting in occasional data gaps and residual motion artefacts from regions where only outer-beam data are available. The comparatively shallow shoal was mapped with a significantly smaller track separation, generally achieving >50% swath overlap, resulting in 100% coverage.

Data was processed with the software SWATHED of the Ocean Mapping Group of the University of New Brunswick, Canada, and IVS Fledermaus. Sonar ranges measured with the echosounder were converted to depth by integrating the range, GPS, heading and motion data whereby the acoustic data were corrected for refraction using sound velocity profiles recorded at the start and end of each survey, and tidal water level variation was corrected for using high-resolution tidal predictions from the Australian Hydrographic Office (AHO).

The processed xyz data was converted into a digital bathymetric model (DBM) with a spatial resolution of 1 m by weighted gridding, whereby outer-beam data with a larger acoustic footprint was given a smaller weight than high-resolution inner-beam data (Hughes Clarke and Godin, 1993; Cartwright and Hughes Clarke, 2002). A constant beam angle results in a larger acoustic footprint on the seafloor of outer beams. Collected sonar resolution ranged approximately from 0.3 m to 3 m.

Due to the non-ideal track separation in the deeper sections of the survey regions, outer-beam data is used. Some of this data is affected by an incomplete correction of the roll motion of the vessel due to difference in motion of the sonar and the hull (pole flexing), resulting in periodic small-scale, approximately linear artefacts perpendicular to the vessel track. Such artefacts are most pronounced on the deep seafloor (non-reefal areas). If strict hydrographical survey rules applied, this imperfect data should to be removed in the raw data processing. This would inevitably result in larger data gaps in the survey.

Instead we include these data in the DBM and demonstrate how a feature recognition algorithm can be employed to address such artefacts. In practice, many surveys are affected by similar artefacts, and we consider it useful to have an alternative tool available to take these artefacts into account.

2.2. Morphometric feature extraction

In terrestrial landform analysis, morphometry is used to measure the shape of landform units and their spatial distribution (Fisher et al., 2004). A morphometric class is determined by the geographical scale, and therefore a combination of spatial detail (resolution) and spatial extent (size) is required to delineate the class (Evans, 1980; Richards, 1981; Wood, 1996; Fisher et al., 2004).

Fig. 1. Distribution of reefs within the Great Barrier Reef. The star indicates the study site, an isolated submerged reef shoal on the mid-shelf.
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Therefore, terrain feature identification is generally based on a variety of resulting attributes, such as slope, aspect, curvature, rugosity, and surface type. Evans (1980) suggested that a bivariate quadratic function (second-degree polynomial) can be used to describe local surface areas numerically, here in the form of the matrix representation of conic sections for Cartesian coordinates \((x,y)\):

\[
f(x,y) = (1, x, y) \cdot \begin{pmatrix} 2b_0 & b_1 & b_2 \\ b_1 & 2b_3 & b_4 \\ b_2 & b_4 & 2b_5 \end{pmatrix} \cdot \begin{pmatrix} 1 \\ x \\ y \end{pmatrix}
\]

In principle, conic sections are related to morphometric feature types (Fig. 2a), where the correspondence is as follows: elliptic shapes refer to pits and peaks, parabolic forms to channels and ridges, and hyperbolic shapes to passes.

To examine the spatial extent, a dynamic filter kernel with least squares regression was applied to determine the 6 unknown surface coefficients \((b_0, ..., b_3)\) by transforming Eq. (1) into a system of linear equations. The solution of such linear system is a common numeric problem that can be solved using matrix algebra.

Given the circular nature of morphological features in a reef, a circle was selected as the basic filter kernel with a spatial extent ranging from 5 to 35 m. To derive the 6 morphometric features (Fig. 2b), a set of 4 morphometric parameters was calculated. Following Evans (1980) and Wood (1996), the parameters slope (Eq. (2)), cross-sectional curvature (Eq. (3)), maximum (Eq. (4)) and minimum curvature (Eq. (5)) were used to identify the set of feature classes.

\[
slope = \arctan\left(\sqrt{b_1^2 + b_2^2}\right)
\]

\[
crosc = -2 \cdot \frac{b_2 \cdot b_1^2 + b_3 \cdot b_2^2 - b_1 \cdot b_2 \cdot b_4}{b_1^2 + b_2^2}
\]

\[
cmax = -b_3 - b_5 + \sqrt{(b_3 - b_5)^2 + b_4^2}
\]

\[
cmin = -b_3 - b_5 - \sqrt{(b_3 - b_5)^2 + b_4^2}
\]

Once morphometric parameters were processed, a decision tree that describes 6 morphometric feature classes was applied, as illustrated in Fig. 3. At this stage, 2 tolerance values, minimum slope (slopemin) and minimum cross-sectional curvature (croscmin), were introduced to suppress classification noise in the final outcome.

The surface parameterisation was implemented in Python (a fast, open-source, object-oriented programming language), and additional procedures were written for Environmental Systems Research Institute’s (ESRI) Arc/Info workstation using Arc Macro Language (AML). Python scripts are platform-independent and ESRI embedded Python into ArcGIS software products, since the release of version 9 (Butlter, 2005). Note that this subsection of the computation requires most of the time for processing. For instance, a 5×5 filter kernel takes 433 elements per second to process (5.5 h), whereas for a 19×19 kernel speed already decelerates down to 33 elements per second (3 days in total) using an Intel 2.2 GHz processor. Three days sounds slow, but consider that more than 8 million grid cells have to be processed for each scale.

### 2.3. Multiscale fuzziness

The intermediate results are categorised into 6 morphometric features, processed with different kernel sizes. Importantly, the derived morphological structure at any one point is correlated with the geographical extent or spatial scale. For example, at a large-scale measurement a channel might be identified, while at smaller scales a ridge would be identified. Indeed, large-scale analysis will produce a near random-like distribution of all of the 6 morphometric features, whereas channels, ridges and planes will be produced primarily at small scales (Wood, 1996; Fisher et al., 2004).

To address this problem, fuzzy set theory has been used using fuzzy logic membership functions to solve ambiguity (or vagueness). Vagueness in geography has been used in several studies for fuzzy set analysis (Robinson, 1988; Fisher, 2000; Fisher et al., 2004). At various scales the Boolean membership may change and thus a location may be “composed of” different morphometric features at different spatial scales. In this case, the fuzzy membership \(\mu_j\) in each of the 6 morphometric features, \(j\), is given by a weighted average of

\[
\mu_j = \sum \mu_j \cdot \omega_i
\]
the binary membership determined for each scale, $i$ (Fisher et al., 2004, p. 110).

$$\mu_{Ax} = \frac{\sum n_i \omega_i \cdot m_{Ax_i|i}}{\sum n_i \omega_i} \quad (6)$$

In Eq. (6) $\omega$ is the weight corresponding to the scale $i$, where $n$ represents the total number of scales. At this point, if vagueness exists at location $x$, a sufficient solution is to compute the dominant class by applying a modal operator to all fuzzy membership $\mu_{Ax}$ values. The variance of this fuzzy membership approach can be computed by the entropy, an evaluation of the arbitrariness of a system, whereas the normalised entropy $E_x$ is given by Fisher et al. (2004):

$$E_x = -\sum_{i=1}^{6} \mu_{Ax_i} \cdot \ln \mu_{Ax_i} - \ln 6 \quad (7)$$

2.4. Seafloor rugosity

Rugosity is one of the important attributes to describe seafloor features as a measure of roughness, but it is evidently not clearly defined in geospatial terms. Greene et al. (2004) define rugosity by variations of slope within a particular area of interest, whereas Dartnell (2000) uses the range of elevations inside the kernel window. A more sophisticated representation of surface roughness presented by Jenness (2002) calculates the ratio between surface and planar (projective) area. This ratio will be equal to 1 for flat planes and increases in value for more complex surfaces. The variance in planar direction is generally higher than in elevation; hence, the ratio is limited to an upper boundary value. Jenness (2002) ratio was embedded in Python and adapted to the size of the moving filter kernel (from originally $3 \times 3$ cells). The projective area can be summed up easily by counting raster cells, but to grid a surface, a triangulation algorithm is essential. Bourke (1989) provided an implementation of the Delaunay triangulation algorithm for American National Standards Institute (ANSI) C that was used in Python. The final rugosity dataset is a five-class raster image based on standard deviation class breaks (very low, low, moderate, high, extreme).

2.5. Reef feature mapping

Following Hopley (1982), the major division of morphological zones consists of the windward reef front, the outer-reef crest, the inner-reef flat, the lagoons and the leeward margins. The windward reef front and outer-reef crest are zones with a large variety of coral spines. Hopley (1982) showed that the outer-reef crest with windward reef front shows the highest growth rates of the reef. This high-energy zone is characterised by complex surface structures and significant coral formations interrupted by pockets and channels, referred to as spur-and-groove systems. The inner-reef flat is mostly radially shaped and less well defined. The coral density and growth rates are marginal in this zone. Mapped reef features (outer-reef crest, inner-reef flat), can be summarised by the main dependency of depth, morphology, and rugosity, which are the 3 compulsory datasets. Based on the data type of the morphometric feature dataset (integer numbers), mathematical morphology was applied as an image processing technique.

$A \lor B = (A \bowtie B) \bowtie B \quad (8)$

$A \land B = (A \bowtie B) \bowtie B \quad (9)$

Mathematical morphology can enhance or flatten structures using set operations e.g. to extract the skeleton or hull of an object. Morphological operations are generally composed of expanding (dilation) and shrinking (erosion) operations applied on binary images (raster cells either one or zero). The utilisation of these operations on an object $A$ requires a structuring element $B$ (i.e. filter kernel), whereas the structure element can adopt various shapes, but is commonly represented by a disc or rectangle. In Eq.(8) morphological opening is
defined by erosion \((A \ominus B)\) followed by dilation \((A \oplus B)\), which will remove all elements that are smaller than the structure element (smoothing filter). Closing (Eq. (9)) is the inverse operation of opening and is produced by the dilation followed by erosion, which is used to fill cracks or holes and to connect interrupted lines (Sierra, 1982). Opening operators are generally used to remove random noise from an image (Fig. 4b), whereas, closing operators (Fig. 4c) may be used to fix disconnected graphs in networks (i.e. contour lines). Reef feature mapping uses opening and closing operators and zonal statistics to produce joint areas of reef features based on distinctive morphometric features (i.e. peaks for coral boulders, or planes for reef flats).

Reef areas were automatically separated from non-reef areas (seafloor) using a depth threshold and further used as reef mask layer. The depth threshold is defined as the average depth of all grid cells identified as planes (zonal statistics). To map the outer-reef crest, peaks were used as primary features inside the reef mask layer with at least a “moderate” rugosity. Patches of bioturbation occurring on the seafloor are mainly characterised by pit clusters (primary feature). Planar areas inside the reef mask layer with “very low” rugosity were used as primary features for the reef flat according to Hopley (1982). Upper-reef flat zones are generally exposed at the leeward margin to the northwest and this planar zone becomes interrupted by isolated reef boulders towards this side (Hopley, 1982). To exclude planar areas towards the leeward margin, the depth threshold was again updated to the average depth of all planar features within the reef mask layer. Finally, to join isolated, small or disconnected areas, the morphological closing operator has been applied on the primary morphometric feature class.

2.6. Ground-truthing

Classification results were verified with underwater towed video data. The location of the video data was corrected for the layback offset by recognition of features uniquely identifiable in both video and multibeam data, such as coral isolates or conspicuous bommies (greater than 3 m in size). The potential drift of the camera in a perpendicular direction to the vessel track was not taken into account.

The video data were classified by visual inspection of individual video frames in time steps of 5 s, representing approximately 5 m distance at a tow speed of 2 km. Classes used were bare seafloor (including sparse cover of algae and seagrass), bioturbation and coral reefs. Coral reefs were further subdivided according to their coral coverage into: isolated patches, sparse, medium and dense coral cover, whereby the level of cover was chosen by visual estimation.

3. Results

Biquadratic surface fitting was used to calculate surface parameters (i.e. slope, cross-sectional curvature, rugosity) from the DBM for scales (i.e. kernel sizes) from 5 to 35 m. A subset of the resulting morphometric feature classes is shown in Fig. 5 for 5 to 17 m, in which a trend in the reduction of feature class variety proportional with kernel size is apparent. Kernel sizes of more than 19 m were not suitable for feature identification of structures smaller than 3 m in diameter. The result of an applied 35 m filter kernel is shown in Fig. 10 (centre), in which the majority of features were identified as planes (yellow areas) even where boulders are apparent in sun-illuminated shaded DBM (cf. discussion in Section 4). It is worthwhile mentioning that the result for the 19 m filter kernel in Fig. 5 is not shown, due to

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kernel size</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Standard deviation</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.858</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.995</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>0.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.964</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>0.019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.984</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>0.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>1.057</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0.032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>1.119</td>
<td>0.041</td>
<td>0.038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>1.215</td>
<td>0.049</td>
<td>0.044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>1.307</td>
<td>0.057</td>
<td>0.050</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All values given in meters providing statistics about minimum, maximum, standard deviation and average.
similarly to the result of the 17 m kernel. Classification parameters were set to 35° for slope (\(\text{slopemin}\)) and 0.012 for minimum cross-sectional curvature (\(\text{crocurvmin}\)) and remain constant for all scales used.

The performance of the surface fitting is very high and was examined using root mean square (RMS) error calculation (Table 1). The average RMS error (RMSE) of datasets in use is 2.9 cm (for kernel sizes: 5 to 19 m) and less than 0.3% of the kernel size for each scale. With increasing kernel size, the RMSE increases indicating that the largest errors are most prominent at steep slopes (reef edges) and data gaps on seafloor areas besides the platform reef.

On the flat seafloor, morphometric features largely identified DBM related artefacts (Fig. 6a) as channels and ridges (Fig. 6b). To avoid misinterpretation by non-experts, these areas were replaced by planes.

To determine the dominant morphometric feature class over all suitable scales (5 to 19 m), multiscale fuzziness was carried out in which double weights (suitable scales (5 to 19 m), multiscale fuzziness was carried out in planes.

Apparent motion residuals on the seafloor (Fig. 6a) as channels and ridges (Fig. 6b). To avoid misinterpretation by non-experts, these areas were replaced by planes outside the reef mask layer where the slope is less than 10° (Fig. 6c). To avoid misinterpretation by non-experts, these areas were replaced by planes outside the reef mask layer where the slope is less than 10° (c).

The average RMS error (RMSE) of datasets in use is 2.9 cm (for kernel sizes: 5 to 19 m) and less than 0.3% of the kernel size for each scale. With increasing kernel size, the RMSE increases indicating that the largest errors are most prominent at steep slopes (reef edges) and data gaps on seafloor areas besides the platform reef.

On the flat seafloor, morphometric features largely identified DBM related artefacts (Fig. 6a) as channels and ridges (Fig. 6b). To avoid misinterpretation by non-experts, these areas were replaced by planes.

To determine the dominant morphometric feature class over all suitable scales (5 to 19 m), multiscale fuzziness was carried out in which double weights (\(\omega = 2.0\)) were applied to scales from 9 to 13 m to suppress distinctive misclassified reef features, as demonstrated in Fig. 7. Variations of morphometric feature class over spatial scale were examined by the entropy (Fig. 8). High entropy appears on inner-reef flat areas and in patches besides the platform reef respectively, whereas major reef bommies and bare seafloor are characterised by low entropy.

Ground-truthing provided evidence that on the submerged platform reef, both outer-reef crest and inner-reef flat areas are covered by a medium to dense coral veneer. A distinctive change of coral cover (i.e. from dense to thin coral veneer), between outer-reef crest and inner-reef flat, is not present; however, a dense coral coverage on the outer-reef crest has been clearly identified and visually confirmed by video surveys. On the flat seafloor around the reef, various regions were identified as significantly modified by meter-scale bioturbation by large benthic organisms, which results in depressions of generally circular shape in seafloor sediments. This is a previously undescribed extension of the Hopley classification scheme. Patches of bioturbation are clearly characterised by clusters of holes ranging from 80 to 200 m in size (Fig. 9).

4. Discussion

Terrestrial classification parameters for morphometric features suggested by Wood (1996) and Fisher et al. (2004) (i.e. for highlands slope 1° and 4°) are not applicable and would tend to focus on planes, channels, and ridges as the dominant morphometric features, while underestimating peaks and pits. Due to the biogenic origin of features and the very high relief terrain, slope-threshold was increased to 35°. As described by Hopley (1982), coral reefs feature near-vertical barriers and steep slopes, similar to tabletop mountains in terrestrial landforms which are difficult to model using spatial analysis.

Adjusting the kernel size was carried out here, but when increasing the size of the filter kernel, seafloor features were classified more often as channels and ridges rather than peaks and pits, while circular shapes were still identified correctly (Fig. 10). In Fig. 10, results appear similar for a scale of 17 and “virtual” 34 m (17 \(\times\) 17 kernel applied to 2 m cell size DBM) using constant parameters within decision tree classifier. Note that a test on a resampled DBM (2 m cell size) led to different morphometric features by labelling peaks in the form of a ring instead of a circular disc (e.g. for coral boulders).

Inner-reef flat and bioturbated areas show a high variety of morphometric features when altering spatial scale. These zones are characterised by planar areas on small scales, and are composed of pinnacles, holes, passes, ridges and channels on larger scales. The inner-reef flat in particular shows the highest average entropy (Table 2).
The presented feature extraction method mainly uses peaks, pits and planes in combination with depth to identify classes and Table 2 summarises the distribution of feature classes of each mapped reef zones. Hopley (1982) also described “spur-and-grove” systems, aligned to the major wave direction and frequently present on high-energy outer-reef edges and reef fronts. Ground-truthing revealed the importance of these forms in providing shelter and breeding grounds for creatures of the coral reef community. We suggest that such channels may be considered an additional habitat class. While the outer margin of the rim is well defined and identified correctly, inner boundaries are less well defined as a result of the continuous nature of the reef morphology of both inner-reef flat and outer-reef crest. Modern sea-level reefs with sandy, slightly depressed inner-reef flat areas may allow more precise boundary identification.

Weight factors can be used to map some zones more precisely, but the misclassification rate slightly increases at locations composed of similar responding morphometric features (i.e. isolated off-reef coral boulders) that will produce pits when they occur in dense formations (cf. Fig. 7A). As shown in Fig. 7a, the method is not designed to separate between real pits and the flat seafloor encircled by off-reef coral boulders. Indeed, adjusting the depth threshold will eliminate misclassified areas; but note, however, that it will also remove valuable areas like zones inside lee-side sediment layers.

An attempt was made to apply the morphometric analysis to data affected by motion artefacts, which are present in many surveys that are not carried out to dedicated survey standards. The primary motivation for the inclusion of these data was the compromised data accuracy due to motion artefacts.
coverage if this erroneous data had been removed; in other words, the erroneous data still contained some valuable information (e.g. it was still possible to assess the presence or absence of bioturbation etc).

Reassigning motion residuals (artefacts) from channels and ridges to planar features needed to be carried out to avoid misclassification. However, with this step, valuable morphometric information was also removed from the seafloor (i.e. within bioturbated areas). Table 2 shows a clear reduction of channels and ridges for bioturbation. It is not trivial to remove artefacts from the bathymetric model directly to preserve morphometric information, because they appear condensed in various swaths where the rate of error rapidly increases in cross-track direction. However, a surface model (DBM) with a small number of artefacts could lead in more precise habitat classification when including channels and ridges to the identification method, particularly for habitats on the seafloor. Here, results have shown that artefacts are similar in size and trend and may be removed with alternative methods e.g. with principal component analysis.

5. Conclusion

High-resolution multibeam sonar data were classified by analysing the small-scale seafloor geomorphology. A surface-approximation approach combined with multiscale fuzziness modified from terrestrial land analysis was applied to systematically discriminate feature classes on a submerged reef. The classification approach may further be improved by adding morphometric feature variety (entropy) into the classification scheme. The spatial scale of the morphometric surface analysis is a critical parameter in the delineation of classes.

Embedding this method into ArcGIS using Python provides capabilities for a “start to finish” process producing sophisticated reef maps that can assist marine scientists to describe and monitor reef sites systematically, and to collect information about habitat changes as well as biologic activities such as bioturbation.

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Outer-reef crest</th>
<th>Inner-reef flat</th>
<th>Bioturbation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Planes</td>
<td>10.44</td>
<td>43.94</td>
<td>74.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channels</td>
<td>27.18</td>
<td>24.80</td>
<td>5.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ridges</td>
<td>27.21</td>
<td>18.18</td>
<td>6.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passes</td>
<td>20.80</td>
<td>7.75</td>
<td>7.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peaks</td>
<td>11.50</td>
<td>4.08</td>
<td>1.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pits</td>
<td>2.88</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>4.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\bar{E}_K (\pm \text{stdv}))</td>
<td>0.296 (±0.195)</td>
<td>0.385 (±0.178)</td>
<td>0.248 (±0.187)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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